
Sleeping Producers !!
with Lisl Ponger, Christoph Schäfer and Stephen Willats. !!
How much do we unknowingly produce while we are sleeping? Is the data that  we share on our 
portable devices before closing our eyes going to be made profitable elsewhere, in another time 
zone? If our desires, wishes and plans for the future become clearer in the moment we lie down in 
our beds, shouldn’t our bedrooms be seen as production sites for the world that lies ahead?!!
A sleeping producer is an accidental producer. In a global economy where even personal data can 
be capitalised and sold without our consent, the space of production encompasses every aspect of 
our life, which can be read as a never-ending fabrication of latent profit. The moment of rest, the 
restoring time of sleep, is no exception. But the non immediate readability of our unconscious 
sphere makes our desires surprisingly difficult to track down and monetise by businesses 
interested in the exploitation of this surplus value. The moment we decide to express our silent 
demands is generally a collective one, when single visions enter a societal space, therefore 
influencing the design of our communities and their spaces.!!
In Sleeping Producers the potential of needs, desires and dreams are mainly addressed through 
the perspective of the living environment, inevitably crossing the fields of city planning, social 
housing, gentrification processes and community development. The role of the artists within the 
urban dynamic and context can play a range of different positions, going from one of the observer 
to that of an agent for awareness and consequent empowerment. The artists invited in the show 
have extensively engaged themselves and their practices in giving shape to multifaceted 
descriptions of how societies function, understanding the creative tension occurring within the 
“different levels of resolution” (Stephen Willats) through which the social fabric self-organises itself 
in producing imageries and subjectivities, which constantly escape the bigger pictures that are 
projected onto them.!!!!!


